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We study in this paper a new duality identity between large and small prime 
factors of integers and its relationship with the prime number theorem for 
arithmetic progressions. The asymptotic behavior of large prime factors of 
integers leads to interesting relations involving the Mijbius function. 
1. DUALITY BETWEEN PRIME FACTORS OF INTEGERS 
Let an integer IZ > 1 be decomposed into a product of primes as 
n = n~x,p~i, pi # pj if i # j. Let US assume without 10~s of generality 
that p1 <pz < ... <pr. Denote by PI(n) the largest prime factor of n 
and pi(n) the smallest prime factor of rz. We set P,( 1) = pl( 1) = 1. 
Let g andfbe arithmetic functions and consider the sum 
(l-1) 
We break up (1.1) as 
= d.1) f(l) + i f(Pj) ( C g(pP)) 
j=l el$ 
(1.2) 
where dj = pP;lp;z **a t)~fil * pp-l. Now if g is an arithmetic function such 
that a sum of the type 
C g(w) 
eld, 
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vanishes over d* which have a lot of prime factors then the sum in (1.2) 
has a simpler expression usually leading to terms involving only small prime 
factors of integers. The duality arises if we consider a sum 
(1.3) 
instead of (1.1) and rewrite it in the form of (1.2) which would lead to sums 
involving large prime factors of integers. 
This duality idea was introduced by the author recently [2], and the 
function g 
g(n) = /a ‘e), p = prime 
was used to obtain some interesting results about the distribution of A(n) 
and P&z). Here t.~ is the Mobius function. 
In this paper we shall consider the case g = CL, which gives simple and 
elegant duality identities mentioned in Lemma 1 below. These identities give 
some novel interpretations of the prime number theorem for arithmetic 
progressions and this is discussed in Section 2. 
If g = p, we have 
LEMMA 1. If f is a function defined on integers with f (1) = 0 then 
c /44 f h(d)) = -f (P&4). 
din 
Proof. We only prove the first identity since the second follows by 
reversing the ordering of prime factors. Now by (1.2) we have 
= 
k4)fO) + i fh) C i-Oie) 
j-1 eldj 
pPi) eTd, a44 (1.4) 
where d,’ = p> *a* pTt?- NOW clearly (1.4) reduces to 
which proves the lemma. 
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The duality relationship as stated in Lemma 1 is quite useful in converting 
information of sums involving P&z) to yield something involving the Mobius 
function TV and pl(n) or vice versa. In Section 2 we shall study the asymptotic 
behavior of PI(n) in the light of the prime number theorem for arithmetic 
progressions and use this identity to gain some information about the 
Mobius function. 
In Section 3 we discuss the situation of arbitrary functions f and their 
asymptotic behavior over sums involving PI and pl. Finally Section 4 
contains identities more general than in Lemma 1. Throughout the paper 
Cl 3 G2 f c3 ,a.’ will denote positive constants. In some cases the ci depend upon 
a parameter o( in which case we write ci = Q(CY). Finally, exp(x) will denote e”. 
2. THE PRIME NUMBER THEOREM FOR ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS 
In what follows the letters p or q with or without subscript shall always 
denote primes. It is well known (see [I]) that the prime number theorem is 
equivalent to 
m 
(2.1) 
We could rewrite (2.1) as 
The aim of this section is to show that 
(2.3) 
where (I, k) = 1. We prove (2.3) as a consequence of the prime number 
theorem for arithmetic progressions, obtaining in the process interesting 
auxiliary results. In fact we show 
An) c -y= 
%K3 
$& + Ww-c,,(log x)~/~)). 
Pl(n)--l(mod k) 
The prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions essentially says that 
the sequence of primes is uniformly distributed in the reduced residue classes 
mod k. Instead of writing the sequence of primes, if we write the sequence of 
largest prime factors (P&z)) it is quite nature1 to expect this to be uniformly 
distributed in the reduced residues mod k also. This is made precise in the 
following. 
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THEOREM 1. 
PI(n) =Z(mod i) 
where (I, k) = 1. This result holds uniformly for k < (log xj”, c1 = q(a). 
Proof. Denote by 
#(X,Y> = 1 1. 
n<x.P,(n)<r 
Let S(x, y) denote the set of n < x such that PI(n) < y. Then 1 S(x, y)/ = 
z/(x, y). If y = x1/@ th en it is a theorem of de Bruijn [3] that for x sufficiently 
large (where fl can vary with x) 
#<A Y) = 0(x expf -B log BP>). (2.4) 
AS usual let n(X, k, 1) = Cp<k,Del(modk) 1. We shall use the theorem of 
Walfisz [4], 
n(x, k, 1) = s + 0(x exp+Qlog .x)]‘~]) (2.5) 
holds uniformly for k < (log x)” where cZ = c,(oc>, 0: > 0, and 
/ix = 
s 
z (dt/log t). 
2 
We first would like to write 
c I= c 
P,(n;$~od 7~) 
-2 c 1= c $YP) *ss 
s=l(mod k) P,(n)=g 
a<s 
t=Z(mod kt) 
zzz 2 
pEltmod 7s) 
#(%TP)-i- c 
p-Ornod k) 
~~exP((logx~~‘~ exP{(losx)“‘~<Pcx 
= s, f s, (2.6) 
where 0 < 8’ < 1 will be specified later. We can get a quick O-estimate of 
S, using (2.4). That is 
s, = c 
prumod k) 
q$P) G c 
P~exP{w3x~~'~ 
PawwoaxP’) 
Qq$,P) = #hY) - 1, 
y = exp{(log x)“‘}. (2.7) 
6411914-4 
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So if 4’ = xlfB, then fi = (log x)l-+. Thus by (2.4) 
S, = 0(x exp(-c,(log x)~-~’ log log x}). 
As regards S, we would like to replace it by 
and see the resulting error. So write 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
We shall get an upper bound for S, . Note that 
s, = c c 
exP{(logx)~‘)<P~x nES’z/p,p) 
n-I(modk) 
= 
c 
l+gz em{-(log 2P’) 
c 
P,h)<z/n 
P,(n)<P<x/n 
P~exPmxxP’) 
p=I(modk) 
zzzz c 
lqk=gx exp(-(log z)*‘) U” 1 
= ; , k, I - 4max(P,(n), exp{(log x)~‘)), k, l) 
P,(?z)<X/?l 
+ O(1) - 3 + WWPdn), exp{(log xY’>)) 
dk) 1 
= 0(x exp{-(log x)“‘}) + 0 
( 
c 
1~2~ expf-(log x)6’) 
(-f- exp(-c,(log x)~‘/~})) 
= 0(x exp{-c,(log x)~‘/~]). (2.11) 
In proving (2.11) we used the fact that the error term in (2.5) is eventually 
an increasing function of x. Thus the terms PI(n) and exp((log x)“‘} are 
replaced by x/n in (2.11). So we will be finished if we estimate (2.9). For that 
observe 
[xl-l= 1 I= c #(f,P) 
253l<x P<X 
= c 
nCexPwosx)8’) 
#($p)+ c 
cxP((log .#I c P<cx 
#($,P) 
= s; + S,‘. (2.12) 
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Now S,’ by analysis similar to (2.7) and (2.8) is 
S,’ = 0(x exp{ -(log #-“‘(log log x)( 1 - S’)/2}). 
And estimates similar to (2.11) yield 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where 
S,’ = 0(x exp{ -cc,(log x)“‘“}). (2.15) 
So by (2.12) to (2.15) we get 
But by (2.6), (2.10), (2.11), and (2.16) 
c l= 
PI(n) food k) 
--& + 06% + s3 + &’ + S3? 
= -& + 0(x exp(--cdlog x)“}) (2.17) 
where 
8 = min( 1 - a’, 3%) 
and we want to maximize S in (2.17). Clearly S is maximum when 1 - S’ = 
@’ = S. That is S = 5, 6’ = Q. Moreover, since (2.5) holds uniformly 
for k < (log x>” so does (2.11). Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
Now as a consequence we have 
THEOREM 2. 
where (/, k) = 1. 
Proof. Define f by 
f(n) = 1 if p = I(modk), n =p > 1, 
= 0 otherwise, 
(2.18) 
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and set 
Then by Theorem 1 
One then has 
log x eAt> 2 =----I- a: et(t) dt 
dk) t 1+ 1 I s t2 
log x zzx- &q) + CkZ - e s 
m ef(t) dt eft-4 - __ t? + x (2.19) 
where 
which exists by Theorem 1. We can deduce Theorem 2 from (2.19). 
With Theorems 1 and 2 we are in a position to say something about the 
functions p and PI(n). We begin with 
THEOREM 3. 
c p(n) = 0(x exp(-cc,(log A)“~)) 
1gn<x 
n,(n) =z(mod PI 
for (1, k) = 1 holds uniformb for 0 < k < (log x)“, c, = c*(a). 
Proof. With f as in (2.18) we write 
c An) = O(1) + C ~tn)fMnN. (2.21) 
1<nga: 
p,(n) =Z(mod k) 
l<??<Z 
Since f(l) = 0 we may apply the second identity in Lemma 1 together with 
MCibius inversion to get 
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We shall use the well-known result [7] 
lG;cz p.(n) = M(x) = 0(x ev--dlois W>. 
\ 
One can show from (2.23) using (2.1) and summation by parts 
C bWl4 = O(expI - dlog W>. 
n<p 
Now by Theorem 1 
443 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
= - & An) ( - + 0 (5 exp{ -c,(log(~/~))1~3))) F(i)” 
= An> -- 2) n<x’,2 n c __ + 0(x log x exp{ -f$og ~lp)l/~)). (2.25) 
Combining (2.24) and (2.25) we get 
S, = 0(x exp{ -c,,(log x)~/~>). (2.26) 
Also by (2.23) one has 
S, = 0 
( 
1 4 exp{-cc,(log(x/n))1/2} = 0(x exp{-c,,(log x)““}). 
&X’P 1 
(2.27) 
Clearly (2.27), (2.26), and (2.22) imply Theorem 3. 
We are finally in a position to prove (2.3) which is stated below in a stronger 
form. 
THEOREM 4. 
k4 
c -y= -$j + Wxp{--c13(log xP3>, (1, k) = 1 
2<n<x 
~~(n)=-l(mod k) 
holds uniformIy for 0 < k < (log x)“, cl3 = ~~~(01). 
Remark. We shall give two proofs of Theorem 4. The first one uses 
Theorems 1 and 3 and of course the Duality Lemma. The second one uses 
Theorem 2 and again the Duality Lemma, and is quite interesting because 
the function p(n) log n arises naturally in the proof. 
Proof. We shall begin by estimating 
c (2.28) 
w-3 
p,(n) =l(mod IL) 
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where 
{x} = x - [xl. 
First observe that for A > 1 
We write 
I A / d(x)1 < 2A. (2.29) I 
& /-4ofMm~/~> = nc,. + c 
vz<n<x 
where yx = o(x) will be specified soon. The first summation 
ns;. An) fMmxl4 = %4- 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
We shall estimate the second sum using (2.29) and partial summation. 
First denote by 
J+ff(X) = c P(4 fhW* 
kin@ 
With this 
-1 - ISTII) 
= 0(x exp{ --c&log x)lj3}) 
+ 0 
( 
x exp{-c,(log x)1/3> c $ 
[vz]+l<nc;[r]-1 II 
= 0 (x exp{-c&log xY3} /I”Y / d{x}l) 
= 0 (5 exp{-c,(log x)l/3). (2.32) 
Observing (2.31) and (2.32) we see that the proper choice of y to minimize 
the error is 
l/y = (exp{c,(log x)19)112 
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so that by (2.31), (2.32), and (2.28) 
= 0(x exp(-q,(log x)“~>). (2.33) 
We can now prove Theorem 4 using the Duality Lemma, Theorem 1, and 
(2.33). This is shown below: 
= 0(x evk-dlog W3>> + 1 p(n)f(p,(n)) [G] 
l<WY 
= 0(x evF-cdlog x>l?> + 1 C p(4.f(pl(d)> 
1<n<x din 
= 0(x expF-cdlog xY3>) - C f(W)) 
l<+Sz 
= 0(x exp(-c,,(log x)~/~}) - & + 0(x expl--Jog x)~/~)>. 
(2.34) 
Theorem 4 clearly follows from (2.34) once we divide by x on both sides. 
Proof 2. The second proof uses Theorem 2 and the Duality Lemma. 
First set 
Then by duality 
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Clearly by (2.24) 
ST = 0 ( C 
nsx’~z 
(l/n) exp{-cro(log(x/n))l/z]) = O(exp{-c,,(log x)ll”}). 
(2.36) 
And by Theorem 2 
l-44 ~0&4~> s,=- c - n ( dk) + ck. z + OCd-- Mx&/4Y~3~)) n<x’/? 
+ O(exp(-c,,(log x)““]). (2.37) 
Plainly by (2.24) 
1 
S, = O(exp{-c,,(log x)lf3}) + - A4 1% n 
dk) c n 
, (2.38) 
lsnsxl/z 
By methods similar to (2.24) one can show [7] 
An) log n 
c 1z 
= -1 + O(exp{-c,,(log x)~/~}) (2.39) 
lsn<:xliz 
by writing 
We can deduce (2.39) from this by using the prime number theorem in the 
form 
and 
C&X) = x + 0(x exp(-c,,(log x)~/~}) 
H(x) = C p(n) log n = 0(x exp{-c,,(log x)r/“}), 
nsx 
instead of (2.23). Thus Eqs. (2.35)-(2.39) together imply Theorem 4, com- 
pleting the proof. 
Remarks. Now by Theorem 4 
(2.40) 
(Z.%)=l p,(n)-Umod k) 
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On the other hand, by the prime number theorem 
m  
c (An)/4 = -1. 
IL=‘) 
One might say that in (2.40) not all integers y1 3 2 have been accounted for, 
namely those n for which pi(n) = p and p [ k. But then since the number 
of such p is finite say p1 , . . . , pi , we have 
where N, = I&s8 q. Again by the prime number theorem 
(2.42) 
and hence the sum in (2.41) is o(l). So what has been omitted out of (2.40) 
is something of size 0 which obviously does not affect the sum. However 
in (2.41) itself, though 
P,(~)=P (fixed) 
by (2.42), still since there are quite a few primes p _= /(mod k), the sum of 
all these infinitesimals o( 1) add up to - 1 /C&Q by Theorem 4. 
3. THE CASE OF GENERAL f 
Throughout the previous section we restricted our attention to the function 
f defined by (2.18). One might ask what happens if we consider general f 
and the duality identities. Do we get analogs to the theorems in Section 2 ? 
We give a brief discussion of this in this section, but the results here are not 
quite so accurate as in Section 2 mainly because we do not have an analog 
of Theorem 1. This will certainly demonstrate that Theorem 1 and the 
Duality Lemma played a key role in getting sharp estimates in Section 2. 
We begin with an analog to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. If f is a bounded function then 
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ProoJ Let N, = J&G* q. By the prime number theorem log N, N 
# p) - p. So N, < efl+r)B for p sufficiently large. Now 
c P(4f(PlW) = ;/P) c A4 
n<s 11 <x P,(n)=P 
Denote by 
= c f(P) ZE t44 + c A4f(Ploo) 
PQoglog 2 
Plb+P P,dlt&og z 
= s, + s, . (3.1) 
and 
y(N, 4 = C 1 
n<+,(n,N)=l 
Then 
MN(X) = c An). 
n<c%(n.N)=l 
q(N, x) = x 9 + 0(2w(N)) (3.2) 
where w(N) = C,,iN 1. We know 
M,(x) = 0(x exp{ -c,,(log x)llz}) 0 < N < (log x) (3.3) 
holds uniformly by the theorem of Walfisz. SO 
se = - p,l~og J(p) MEG ($) = 0 ( p,lZog zf+ x exp{-c,0og(xlp)‘i’}) 
= 0(x exp{ - c,,(log x)lle)) (3.4) 
because N, -C (log&/p))“. Also 
h=O( ;* 1)=o(X~)+o(21wLoB.) 
(?LN,)-1 
340g1og 5 
= O ( x n P<loglog 2 (1 - $) = O ( loglo~log x 1
(3.5) 
by the theorem of Met-tens [S]. 
On going through this proof one sees that there are two terms MN(x) 
and v(iV, X) to be dealt with simultaneously. If N is of the order (log x)~ 
then rp(N, X) is not very small. On the other hand, if N is large, say P, a < 1, 
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then the estimate for M,(X) cannot be applied. This clearly shows the role 
that Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 played in Section 2 in obtaining sharp estimates. 
Let us now take a look at Axer’s theorem [6] which implies: 
I f  {b,} is a sequence such that 
1 6, = o(x); b, = O(1) 
ngr 
and x a function of bounded variation in finite intervals, then if x(x) = O(1) 
C b,xW) = d-4. 
n<x 
Now if we choose b, = &z)f( P&Z)) and x(x) = {x) then by Theorem 5 
and Axer’s theorem 
z, l-44 fhm)W> = 4-4. (3.6) 
. 
On going through the details of the proof of Axer’s theorem [5] we find that 
analysis is similar to Eqs. (2.30)--(2.33) and Theorem 5 yields 
c /4Qf(ph)) I’;/ = 0 ((loglo;og .r)‘,e). w= 
In order to bring in Duality consider f(l) = 0 and 
by (3.6) or (3.7). What (3.8) essentially says is 
THEOREM 6. For any boundedfunction f 
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if and onIy if 
f Pt4ftPlt~)) = --c. 
?a=2 n 
In particular if f were as in (2.18) then even a weaker form of Theorem I, 
namely 
P,(n)=l(mod k) 
(which follows from the prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions) 
would by Theorem 6 imply a weaker form of Theorem 4 
p,(n) =Umod k) 
Theorem 6 is an interesting characterization of the asymptotic behavior 
of f(Pl(n)) and the second duality identity in Lemma 1. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
One could ask if there are identities analogous to the lemma involving the 
kth largest and kth smallest prime factors of n. Let P&z) and p&(n) denote the 
kth largest and smallest prime factors of n respectively and if w(n) < k, 
we set P,(n) = pk(n) = 1. We state four identities. If f(l) = 0 then 
; da)f(Pk(d)) = c-1)‘” (w,“‘_; ’ ) f&(n)), 
; dd)f(Pk@)) = (--l)k cw,“L; ‘) f(P&)), 
and 
f(Pk(d)) = (- l)kf(pk(dh 
f(PMN = (- l)kf(Pk(nD 
These identities may be useful to get information about p and pie once we 
know the asymptotic behavior of Pk . Knuth and Pardo [8] have recently 
discussed an analog to $(x, y), namely #,(x, u) with PI replaced by P, . 
Their results and the identities above may lead to some information about 
An). 
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Identities involving p(n) A(n) and P, where A(n) was defined in Section 1 
have been discussed in [2] with applications to the distribution of 
A(n) - P&z) - ... - P,-,(n) and P&I). 
We showed in Sections 2 and 3 that the prime number theorem for arith- 
metic progressions implies (2.3). It would be desirable to proceed also in 
the opposite direction, that is, get the prime number theorem for arithmetic 
progressions from (2.3). So far we have been able to do only the following. 
Clearly (2.3) gives the result Mk(x) = o(x) where M,(x) = CnG3c,(n,k.=l p(n). 
For k = I this gives M(x) = O(X) which is known to be equivalent to the 
prime number theorem [l]. Now one can again go through the method in 
Theorem 5 to get M,(x) = o(x) instead of O(x/log log log x). Then Theorem 6 
will give the uniform distribution of {PI(n)}, that is (3.9). Now the difficult 
thing is the following. Do the statements (3.9) and the prime number theorem 
r(x) - x/log x necessarily imply in an elementary way the prime number 
theorem for arithmetic progressions, i.e., ~(x, k, I) - x/y(k) log x ? We 
might return to this question on a later occasion. 
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